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Abstract

The laborer’s employment form can be subdivided into wage-employment, self-employment and unemployment. Self-employment can also be called entrepreneurship, in response to the statement “Public entrepreneurship, Peoples innovation” put forward by the prime minister Li Keqiang. In recent years, self-employment has been attracting more and more attention of researchers, and becomes the research hot spot problem. Self-employment plays an important role in reducing poverty, fostering innovation, developing entrepreneurial economy, promoting economic growth, expanding employment, improving the quality of employment, cultural exchange, taxation and self-efficacy. This paper first analyzes the current situation of self-employment, and then summarizes the significance of self-employment by searching relevant literatures. At the same time, it reviews the relevant literatures at home and abroad, summarizes the research on influential factors of self-employment. The status of self-employment clarifies the factors affecting self-employment. Finally, it points out the shortcomings of the current study, and looks forward to the future trend of research.
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1. Introduction

Li Keqiang, prime minister, in the government work report in 2015: “Public entrepreneurship, Peoples innovation”, emphasized promoting the entrepreneurship. People’s innovation stimulating million people’s wisdom and creativity, is the important way to make country strong and the people rich. Employment is the root of people’s livelihood and the source of harmony. At present, our country is still at the primary stage of socialism and still exists a lot of social problems, especially the problem of employment. According to the relevant data, China has
about 15 million new entrants into the labor market every year. In 2015, there were about 10 million unemployed people; at the same time, there were structural contradictions between employment difficulties. In the case of employment difficulties, encouraging the working people to start their own businesses with self-employed instead of employment, to solve the current employment pressure is of great significance. The research has shown that self-employment is of great significance to bear huge employment pressure in the development of economy; it can not only increase the income of the self-employment, but also can generate positive externalities through job creation and aggregate demand [1].

Based on the above background, self-employment activities not only got the attention of policy makers, also brought to the attention of the academic research. Part of the reason boils down to self-employment rapid growth in both developed and developing countries, for example, China nutrition and health survey data show that in the 20 years from 1989 to 2009, self-employed rate of annual growth rate is more than 10%. The main reason is that the development of the self-employment to solve the employment problem, cultivate the spirit of innovation and economic growth has the vital significance. In fact, many countries have developed policies to support self-employment, such as giving the unemployed groups start-up funds, giving preferential taxation policies, etc.

This paper summarizes the domestic and foreign researchers’ literatures on the influencing factors of self-employment from the selection of self-employment to the final exit. It summarizes the influence factors of choosing and withdrawing self-employment, sums up the current status of self-employment research, clarifies the main factors affecting self-employment and puts forward some suggestions. Finally, the shortcomings of the current research are pointed out, and the trend of future research is forecasted.

2. The Definition and Significance of Self-Employment
2.1. What Is Self-Employment?

Clear definition of the academic is not unified; most studies have used for the organization for economic cooperation and development (OCED), the international labor organization (ILO) and the United Nations (UN) definition of self-employment, in particular including employees and self-employment workers. Self-employment refers to incumbents to individual business decision and shall be responsible for the welfare of the enterprise, its profit from the profit of venture enterprises (OECD, 2002). Countries machine labor organization and the United Nations, the employment statuses, unpaid family helper for employee, employer (employ one or more employees) and individual operators (not to hire any employees) four categories, and after two types of employment classified as self-employment. According to the above two definitions, the self-employment defined in this article is one of three kinds of employment-employment, unemployment and self-employment. It is an employment status, which refers to those who get some or all of their income through their own labor, Rather than selling
their own labor to employers to obtain wage employment activities, is a result of employment choices.

2.2. The Significance of Self-Employment

Researchers believe that self-employment has become an individual industrial and commercial households to resolve the employment and reemployment of an important way, can promote the development of the third industry and rationalization of industrial structure, is advantageous to the formation, middle class is conducive to the construction of a harmonious society. The author thinks that, self-employment is the less developed areas in China one of the ideal path of rural labor transfer employment, to solve the inequality of the development of our country, increasing regional gap between rich and poor is of great significance. In general, self-employment plays an important role in reducing poverty, nurturing innovation, developing entrepreneurial economy, promoting economic growth, expanding employment, improving the quality of employment, cultural exchange, taxation and self-efficacy.

3. The Influence Factors of Choosing Self-Employment

Why do Employees choose self-employment? From an economic point of view, self-employment business can give workers more personal utility. The higher the self-employment effect, the greater the possibility of self-employment. Relative advantage hypothesis [2] [3] argues that if self-employment business utility is higher than the utility of wage employment or unemployment, individuals will choose to self-employment business. Early some scholars research thinks, when workers are not received by the formal economy and labour markets, self-employment, entrepreneurial can avoid formal labor market exclusion and discrimination, increase employment opportunities [4].

Comprehensive studies have shown that the factors affecting selection and exit self-employment related to all aspects. According to different levels, the influencing factors mainly include individual characteristics, family characteristics and social characteristics. Individual characteristics include household characteristics, health status, marital status, educational attainment, age, and gender. Family characteristics include marriage, the number of infants and young children, parental occupation. Social characteristics include unemployment rate, social culture, policy support, regional environment and so on.

3.1. The Current Research Status of Foreign Scholars

In recent years, foreign scholars have made a great deal of research on the influencing factors of self-employment behavior decision-making from personal characteristics, family characteristics and social characteristics, and formed a wealth of research results.

3.1.1. Personal Characteristics

Some scholars regard education for self-employment into the role, but in fact education influence on self-employment have covered almost contradictory two
aspects, on the one hand, the higher the degree of individual education, the strength of its management ability, self-employment tendency will increase; on the other hand, the higher degree of education, the higher the wage income, it's expected that self-employment opportunity cost is higher, to reduce the expected utility of net, it will reduce the probability of self-employment choice, therefore, education degree influence on self-employment activity direction is uncertain [5]. By 2006, according to a survey data, study education of rural labor force self-employment have a positive impact [6], while Lazear also found that people who have multiple jobs and education background than people who work in the single or professional are more likely to become entrepreneurs themselves [7], Borjas study found that high degree of education of the individual than the low degree of education of individuals are more likely to enter self-employment activities [8].

In terms of age, in a self-employment activity, those who experienced or relative elder age than those who are self-employment experience fewer young people are more likely to choose self-employment activities or its self-employment duration is longer, the possible reasons is that the self-employment is an activity with a logo of entrepreneurship, continuous investment, human capital and social capital to the self-employment have higher requirements, the young man is hard to get in a short time. But in theory, the effects of age on self-employment choice also has two aspects, on the one hand, the growth of the age for the more entrepreneurial experience accumulation, is more conducive to self-employment activities; the increase of age, on the other hand, the general risk preference is lower, engaged in self-employment proportion will decline. Kidd are analyzed, the structure that is more likely to be nonlinear relationship between age and the self-employment, into the age of the self-employment peak between the ages of 35 to 44 [9]. With previous year employment as explanatory variables, got similar results. He found that age, before the labour market experience, even the family composition related to the possibility of immigration self-employment [10].

Different gender for self-employment activities into the choice of is a different arrangement, for sex, usually believes that men and women are usually different factors and mechanism driven into self-employment department. Men are more likely than women to enter the high technical content of self-employment sector; women especially married women are more likely to enter the low-tech department; and women enter self-employment can consider more aspects than men, women may consider the factor of family is more, while men are mainly considering employment pay more. Boden confirmed that gender, individual choice self-employment women (especially for women with children) in order to schedule the flexibility and family are more likely to choose a self-employment [11]. Kuhn & Schuetze studies have shown that men and women choose the reason is that there are differences of self-employment, women do not like men, is caused by deterioration of labor market conditions [12]. Hundley analyses the causes of men and women choose self-employment labor difference, analysis shows that,
compared with the organization employees, self-employment people have more freedom to labor income and family planning according to the market demand change adjustment work hard, women’s income as a self-employment person in marriage, family size and family labor time decreases, while men self-employment person income rise with marriage, family scale, the former choice of self-employment is for the convenience of family planning, while the latter in pursuit of higher yields [13].

3.1.2. Family Characteristics
Marital status and the number of children’s choice of self-employment play an important role. From the aspects of marriage, married immigrants relative to single individuals, not easily get slack off work, will work hard for family income maximization goal, it is easier to enter self-employment venture [14]. Blumberg and Gerard’s study also found that married people relative to unmarried, family emotional help and support, more and more likely to choose self-employment venture [15]. While for have a child, the effect is not clear, on the one hand, a self-employment activity time is free, easy to care for children; but on the other hand, income also has the risk of instability, not conducive to raising children. For example Taniguchi study, number of children (<6 years of age), the number of children do not accelerate women to become self-employment, larger children (>6 years old children) significantly affect the white women to become self-employment, but this trend can be observed in the payroll employment [16].

For parents, if parents are self-employment, they will give the enterprise management method, management experience, business social network and reputation (reputation) passed on to the next generation of entrepreneurs’ human capital and ability of intergenerational transmission can raise offspring to enter self-employment may, extend the self-employment duration, can expect parents career for the self-employment, with their offspring are more likely to enter the self-employment business. Such as Dunn & Holt, Blanchflower found that if the father is a self-employment, the individual will be more likely to enter self-employment [17] [18]. Cooper empirical research also suggests that a self-employment person parents if management enterprises, self-employment person will prolong survival period [19].

Assets increase, the probability of self-employment also improved obviously. Holtz-Eakin claimed that get heritage or lottery individuals are more likely to enter self-employment, and self-employment performance is more successful [20]. Parker stressed the importance of liquidity constraints of self-employment into decision-making role [21]. Laborer to choose self-employment probability increases with the increase of household assets. Taylor uses unexpected wealth of laborers choose self-employment indirectly proves that the influence of the self-employment person face liquidity constraints of economics to explain, and further points out that this unexpected wealth not only affect workers choose self-employment, and it also affect the duration of the self-employment laborer and the growth of entrepreneurial activity [22]. Transition countries in the relationship between the assets and self-employment performance is not at all, such as
transition countries of eastern Europe’s empirical shows that assets increase will reduce the probability that self-employment to enter [23].

3.1.3. Social Characteristics
For macro environment, some study to unemployment proxy variable to further examine the region’s macro environment in different parts of the self-employment. The economic downturns, the economy’s unemployment rate increase, the wage salary into the more difficult, immigrants who are willing to choose employment have to choose self-employment [24]. At the same time, the unfair economic environment will also have an effect on the choice of the self-employment. Song’s study shows that due to the division of urban and rural labor market, rural migrant workers in cities and towns is limited by the labor market and lack of employment opportunities is the main reason for the migrant workers are self-employment [25]. Arias and Khamis, labor market segmentation and discrimination of have left they were forced to choose self-employment [26]. Think employment choices reflect personal preference to work (such as the time preferences of flexible obtain employment, want to be your own boss, the value associated with social protection, medical insurance, unemployment insurance and pension insurance, etc.), into a department of constraint (lack of capital, relationship, etc.) and do not obey the cost of government regulation (punishment, social reputation, etc.). Djankov analysis of the formation of entrepreneurs from three dimensions: economic, political and legal systems on the cultivation of the entrepreneurs or limit, social relations factors shaping of entrepreneurs and entrepreneur’s personal factors [27]. They found that the control system of the environmental factors, China’s entrepreneurs are more likely to have family members working in the field of entrepreneurship and the childhood friends, that the social environment for entrepreneurs plays an important role. Munoz & Cueto study showed that GDP growth to shift from salary to hire people had no effect on the duration of the self-employment individuals [28]. Fertala were included in the analysis of population density and the number of foreigners, the empirical results show that the influence of the number of foreigners to self-employment duration is an inverted u-shaped, while the population density of self-employment duration had a positive effect [29]. A self-employment person on the tax burden is much lighter than employee wages, so for the self-employment tax breaks for workers choose to enter self-employment [30].

3.2. The Current Research Status of Domestic Scholars
From the search of the literature, we can see that the research on self-employment is a little lacking in China, and more attention is paid to the analysis of individual factors. Due to the special dual structure of urban and rural areas, employment of migrant workers, especially the employment of migrant workers has been a lot of constraints, so domestic scholars with the characteristics of China and foreign research is different.
3.2.1. Personal Characteristics
From the domestic literatures on the above, domestic scholars more attaches great importance to the study of education for self-employment. Peng-Fei Luo, for example, empirical analysis conclusion, the low cultural level of individual not tend to be engaged in self-employment, and the possibility of high cultural degree of personal engaged in self-employment is larger [31]. But the relationship may not be linear, most tend to engage in self-employment individuals with a high school education, and graduate student is almost impossible to engage in self-employment. Jie e using CHNS data analysis found that the higher education in the absence of the hireling self-employment to have hirelings self-employment work has played a significant role in job creation [32]. Zhi-Ling Huang in the analysis of the reason for the difference between the urban and rural residents choose to hire themselves found that affected by the degree of education, the higher the education degree to choose the less likely the self-employment, but with party membership can also promote urban and rural residents choose to wage employment [33]. In China’s rural migrant labor employment choice and the analysis of the income gap in the study, through empirical found to have higher education are more likely to work in the wage levels of immigration, especially long-term salary job. Good grades in school students are unlikely to choose self-employment in the future, but not decisive [34]. Also, get training can also reduce the probability of self-employment; increase the likelihood of the work in the salary for a long time. Shi Dan xi resembles, Wu Keming analysis of the influence of education on promoting self-employment laborer, he will be self-employment divided into necessity self-employment and entrepreneurial self-employment, structure shows that laborer by the lower education level, the more likely to choose necessity self-employment, college degree or above laborer choice stimulates entrepreneurial self-employment, have opposite effects on necessity self-employment, the overall effect of higher education to self-employment laborer choice is negative [35].

Gender aspects, compared with foreign scholars, the domestic scholars mainly the different gender of hired workers consider themselves different reasons. Liu Yan, Yue-Yun Li on the employment situation of migrant rural labor in Nanjing city, on the basis of the questionnaire survey to establish a Probit model to study urban migrant rural labor sex differences in informal employment and the influencing factors of informal employment choice and the different gender impact of informal employment in rural labor force [36]. Research shows that women with age, due to the housework, give attention to two or more things undertake the obligation to raise and support, and more likely to choose flexible freedom of informal employment; older women are often cultural level is generally low, and the lack of certain skills, it also makes them difficult to engage in high threshold of normal work. However, the influence of the size of the age for men to choose self-employment is not significant. Women rely on geography, kinship in search of work makes it more likely to be informal workers, according to the survey, and a large number of women assist spouses and family members engaged in individual vendors. Family custody to outside the influence of in-
formal employment in rural women is positive. Women with high family dependency rates are more likely to become informal workers than women with low family dependency rates, which have negative effects on informal employment in rural males. Shi Dan Xi resembles, Wu Keming studies have shown that self-employment tend to be stronger men [35]. Liu Yun calm Wang Cui e in the study of migrant workers self-employment decision mechanism of gender differences in the use CLHLS data analysis of the migrant workers in 2005 self-employment decision mechanism of gender differences, the results show that the self department of employment and wage income gap is an important factor in promoting migrant workers choose to hire themselves, and the influence on men than women, moreover, family responsibility can affect both men and women, but the impact mechanism is different, because women especially children to take care of the family choose self-employment, men, because life stress and choose self-employment [37].

Work experience perspective, research Peng-Fei Luo, working years and correlation between individual self-employment tendency, but the correlation is not linear, 30 to 39 years old age group most tend to be engaged in the self-employment, and 15 - 29, 50 to 59, and aged 60 and above paragraph are less prone to engage in self-employment [31]. Shi Dan Xi resembles, Wu Keming (2015) also similar conclusion, choice of laborers working years self-employment with inverted u-shaped [35].

3.2.2. Family Characteristics
Marriage and custody, Shi Dan Xi resembles, Wu Keming studies have shown that male self-employment tend to be stronger, marriage can help workers to choose self-employment, children under the age of six workers choose self-employment probability is higher, household wealth as the proxy variable of the liquidity constraints, to choose a self-employment workers [35].

Parents occupation, Jie e using CHNS data analysis found that intergenerational transfer of human capital among the self-employment into effect significantly, compared with wage employers, the unemployed are more likely to enter self-employment activities [32]. Also found that age and gender variables have an impact on unemployment to self-employment only, but the impact is not obvious.

Discrimination factor, domestic urban and rural dual structure, the existence of the household registration system has brought China employed, self-employment choice cannot be ignored, the influence of which on the other hand, there are many scholars studied for this problem. Such as Xian-Guo Yao, Zhi-Ling Huang, using the data of enterprise employees in Zhejiang province about the impact of human capital for urban and rural household register discrimination results show that 80% of the wage gap is caused by individual character difference, while the other 20% is caused by discrimination [38]. Zhi-Ling Huang using CHIP2007 years data to investigate the labor market of urban and rural workers in cities and towns in self-employment problem of income gap. Structure found that self-employment income measures, with the hour town worker’s income is 15.04 yuan, far higher than the migrant workers of 7.09 yuan; Form
the self-employment income difference factors can be divided into two categories, one is the individual resources endowment difference, secondly, the household register discrimination against migrant workers [33]. Zhi-Ling Huang (2014) engaged in self-employment income than earners, but human capital returns to engage in self-employment winner under salary. Predict the winners of self-employment and wage income gap had important effect on self-employment behavior decision-making for migrant workers, the logarithmic form of the income gap and increase per unit, the self-employment probability of migrant workers increased by 87%, that is in the payroll department will make the migrant workers were forced to choose self-employment employment form [39].

3.2.3. Social Characteristics
Characteristics of social factors, Cai-Rong Wu, Wu Sheng Grace, the study found that the rural mercantilist grows culture and family culture, the easier the region’s rural labor choose self-employment [40]; family population, the more self-employment behavior of rural labor force, the more likely. Wen-Chao Fang, Peng-Fei Luo discusses the conversion of self-employment model change during the period of institutional transition, from redistribution in China’s economy to a market economy transition, and the elite, private business owners class under the market economic system has a natural close contact from hiring class is how to shape in the social stratification system [31]. Emphasized with the development of industrialization, in China under the background of system transformation, the continuous improvement of the market system, individuals will accord the characteristics of the human capital itself and preference to carry on the rational choice, to determine their own career. Xiang-Dong Wan into the conditions and effects of informal employment, found that informal employment by the human capital situation, and information to obtain the influence of such factors as wealth level [41].

4. Research on Self-Employment Exit Decision
Some self-employment person engaged in the self-employment, the longer the more willing to continue to maintain the working state and some of the self-employment person find themselves not suitable for self-employment, and thus choose to quit. Rational conditions for self-employment workers are self-employment utility is lower than the wages of the utility of employment or unemployment, the difference of utility is often self-employment entrepreneur individual factors and other factors combined action result.

4.1. Foreign Scholars’ Research on Self-Employee Exit Decision
Education for self-employment has two directions, the influence of the higher level of education could promote the workers out of self-employment, and this is because the employees choose self-employment opportunity cost is relatively high. For example Nziramasanga and Lee, the study found that the workers by education degree has a negative effect on self-employment duration, the higher the level of education, self-employment person easier to exit the self-employ-
ment [42], but Kangasharju and Pekkala empirical studies are different conclusions, although a higher education level self-employment individuals in higher survival at the recession, but in good times easier to exit from the self-employment business, to pay hire [43]. From self-employment person gender and age, the youngest of the individual are relatively easy to exit from the self-employment, often less than men, women of self-employment duration relative to men are more likely to exit the self-employment business [44]. As a self-employment activity from start to health operations over a period of time, health and self-employment activities operation also need certain self-employment experience to support, so the fixed number of year of the self-employment to self-employment exit behavior has a negative impact [45] [46]. Munoz and Cue to found that for the further study of the self-employment entrepreneurs to the fixed number of year of the self-employment and exit the probability of a negative relationship is not linear, self-employment person at the beginning of the self-employment business exit probability is bigger than the late indeed, but once upon a time three years, the probability of the first year out of self-employment to less than the second and third year, with the extension of time, the probability of exit to gradually become smaller [28].

Parents occupation, if self-employment person’s parents work in the self-employment, parents will put the enterprise management method, management experience, business social network, such as passed on to the next generation, the intergenerational transfer will prolong the self-employment individuals, reducing the probability of self-employment exit, but also some scholars use the empirical analysis are inconsistent conclusions. Georgellis study found that parents’ background and self-employment person there is no inevitable relation between the lifetimes of family factors on the self-employment person out of the effect is not significant behavior [47]. On the analysis of the macro environment factors impact of self-employment exit behaviors, Nziramasanga found that import growth, loan interest rate increase has a negative effect on self-employment survival, but the added value of industrial products has positive effect to self-employment survival [42]. Dirk argue that the unemployment rate has a dual effect on the self-employment, on the one hand, the unemployment rate increase will force more unemployed individuals engaged in the self-employment, on the other hand, the deteriorating economic environment will make a self-employment activity is unsustainable and force the self-employment entrepreneurs to opt out of self-employment [48]. Other factors, such as Jose’s (2010) study found before entering the self-employment working status for unemployment has a negative effect on self-employment survival [49].

4.2. Domestic Scholars’ Research on Self-Employee Exit Decision

Domestic scholars study of self-employment exit behavior is less, such as Yuxiang Jie using CHNS survey data analysis of the influence factors of self-employment activity exit in our country, the duration of the studies China’s non-agricultural self-employment activity, analyzed the factors affecting China self-
employment activity exit decision [50]. Self-employment exit path is divided into two kinds, exit to wage employment and exit into unemployment, discrete time risk model and competition risk model results show that the exit into the forecast probability of unemployment than exit into high salary employment; demographic characteristics and family background have different effects on different exit path; enter self-employment from unemployment will decrease the number of self-employment exit to pay the probability of employment; self-employment time has a negative effect to self-employment exit; the proportion of the tertiary industry to GDP increase can increase the risk of self-employment exit.

5. The Insufficiency and Prospect of Existing Literature

By comparing the above analysis of literature review both at home and abroad about the factors affecting self-employment decisions, you can see that the foreign made a full research on the influencing factors, while domestic self-employment is insufficient. Although domestic and foreign scholars are all studying self-employment impact factors, scholars are based on different research objects, involving different economies. Because of the different national conditions of our country and abroad, our country has dual urban-rural economy, urban and rural household registration system, as a laborer, our country’s citizens who choose self-employment are obviously facing a more complex background. Therefore, it is very important to analyze the influence factors of the self-employment of peasant workers in China, on the basis of the results of the factors influencing the self-employment of foreign countries and the background of our country’s urbanization.

At present, domestic scholars mainly focus on the microcosmic aspects of self-employment; the study of social factors is less involved, such as more analysis of the impact of personal characteristics and family characteristics of factors. However, at present, our country is in a more and more internationalized social environment, facing the complex economic situation and the social environment; the study of social characteristics is more and more necessary. In view of the above content, the future direction of the research mainly involves the expansion of the division of micro level and macro level.

1. The different psychological characteristics of different workers on the entry and exit of self-employment have any effect?

2. What is the effect of workers’ circles on employment choices in an increasingly socially friendly environment?

3. With the rapid development of scientific information, the efficient use of the Internet self-employment decisions has any effect?

4. With the economy into a stable low-speed development of domestic and international economic growth situation, self-employment decision-making will have any effect?

The research on the above issues should focus on the following aspects: First, strengthen the database construction, the establishment of the official nationwide coverage of all employment groups’ survey system with data statistics and
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econometric analysis of self-employment for a comprehensive scientific analysis. Second, pay attention to self-employed employment’s policy support in order to play the role of self-employment on economic development and lay a solid foundation. Finally, we must pay attention to the use of economic research purposes in a comprehensive scientific research, based on the flexible use of various economic policies to promote the continuous development of China’s economic society.
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